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Maestro Sergiu Comissiona’s biography reveals facts about his happy childhood in a Jewish petit bourgeois family in Bucharest – then, “the
little Paris of Eastern Europe”, his adolescence under the Nazi specter, and his youth in repressive communist times behind the Iron Curtain.
His life changes from the closed horizons of communist Romania to the broad ones of the Western world when he immigrates to Israel, later
settling in England, then Sweden and, finally, the United States. His career path, from an ensemble violinist to an internationally-renowned
conductor, is followed chronologically and analytically, based on his own accounts, extended research, and revealing testimonials. The
Maestro’s rationale of having his biography written was, in his own words, “for the Westerners to understand my deep attachment to my
Romanian roots, for the Romanians to know about my struggle for artistic affirmation in the Western world, and mostly for young conductors
to realize that through passion, patience and persistence – and by not committing suicide after the first failure – the dedicated commitment to
the profession bears fruit.”
PWM
Encompassing more than five hundred classical composers past and present, this listener's guide to classical music discusses the best
recordings of symphonies, operas, choral pieces, chamber music, and more by the world's leading composers as performed by a variety of
outstanding musicians and conductors, and includes essays on the classical repertory, composers, instruments, and more. Original.
The guide to English language reviews of all music recorded on compact discs.
Composed in 1877, Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s Concerto for Trombone and Military Band was composed for a marine officer friend and was
first played at a concert at Kronstadt in1878. Includes: * Allegro Vivace * Andante Cantabile * Allegro
Selection of articles and reviews of classical music performances. The work documents this aspect of Puerto Rican cultural and musical
history within the indicated timeframe.
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on what’s new and what’s news. Through
coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each issue offers compelling narrative stories and
lively, urbane coverage of Indy’s cultural landscape.
Everything the aspiring trombonist needs to know for a solid foundation in technique and other basics of jazz trombone.

Contains "Records in review."
This authoritative guide provides all the pedagogical, historical, and technical material necessary for the successful
instruction of brass. Chapters discuss the historical development of individual brass instruments and focus on technique,
including guidance for teachers and a complete method for brass playing. Individual instrument chapters include lists of
recommended study material and reference sources.
(Instrumental Folio). If you've been playing trombone for a little while, you are probably eager to learn some familiar
songs. This book includes a wide variety of favorite songs, from pop hits and movie themes to classical melodies and folk
songs, many of which originally featured trombone! Songs include: Evermore * Goodbye * Hello * Hello, Dolly! * I'm
Getting Sentimental over You * Marie * Night Train * Old Time Rock & Roll * Opus One * Peter Gunn * Seventy Six
Trombones * The Star-Spangled Banner * A Taste of Honey * and more.
Titles are: Swingin' for the Fences * La Almeja Pequena * Hunting Wabbits * Whodunnit? * Count Bubbas Revenge * Get
in Line * Horn of Puente * The Jazz Police * High Maintenance * Cut 'n Run.
A comprehensive guide to the techniques of orchestral playing and the development of non-professional orchestras, Orchestral
Performance covers all areas of orchestral music-making - instrumental technique and combination, ensemble, layout, repertoire
and presentation. Christopher Adey - renowned specialist in the training of student orchestras - explores the responsibilities of
both players and conductor, exposing many of the inadvertent results of interpretation with regard to sound and projection, and
broadening the musical communication to which the less experienced orchestra can aspire. Written in a lively and authoritative
style, this unique book is essential reading for performing musicians of all standards, instrumental teachers and aspiring
conductors, and all who have any dealings with the performance of youth or student orchestras throughout the world, as well as
anyone interested in what orchestral performance entails. 'A labour of love and wisdom.' Times Educational Supplement 'A
treasure house of facts, advice, and hints. I could not put it down ... clearly written from the heart and from an obvious enthusiasm
for the non-professional orchestra and orchestral musician.' Classical Music 'This is a thoroughly readable book, full of illustrations
and containing the thoughts of someone with a wealth of experience.' Music Teacher
(Boosey & Hawkes Chamber Music). For advanced players. Mippy II was a mongrel belonging to Bernstein's brother Burtie.
This is the first comprehensive study of the trombone in English. It covers the instrument, its repertoire, the way it has been
played, and the social, cultural, and aesthetic contexts within which it has developed. The book explores the origins of the
instrument, its invention in the fifteenth century, and its story up to modern times, also revealing hidden aspects of the trombone in
different eras and countries. The book looks not only at the trombone within classical music but also at its place in jazz, popular
music, popular religion, and light music. Trevor Herbert examines each century of the trombone's development and details the
fundamental impact of jazz on the modern trombone. By the late twentieth century, he shows, jazz techniques had filtered into the
performance idioms of almost all styles of music and transformed ideas about virtuosity and lyricism in trombone playing.
Edward Kleinhammer, author of The Art of Trombone Playing, joined the Civic Orchestra, the training orchestra for the Chicago
Symphony, in 1940. After two years he was accepted by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, where he remained for his entire
career until he retired in 1985. He has played under every Chicago Symphony Orchestra conductor, covering from Frederick Stock
to Sir Georg Solti. In 1986 he received the Distinguished Service Award from the International Trombone Association. While
Kleinhammer states that his book "is written for the student who has no teacher available or for the teacher seeking more
fundamental knowledge of the field of trombone playing," he emphasizes that it is also "for the trombonist (in any stage of
proficiency) who is always a student."

Guide to the Tuba Repertoire is the most comprehensive investigation ever undertaken into the literature and
discography of any single musical instrument. Under the direction of R. Winston Morris and Daniel Perantoni, this
publication represents more than 40 years of research by dozens of leading professionals throughout the world. The
guide defines the current status of the tuba and documents its growth since its inception in 1835. Contributors are Ron
Davis, Jeffrey Funderburk, David Graves, Skip Gray, Charles A. McAdams, R. Winston Morris, Mark A. Nelson, Timothy
J. Northcut, Daniel Perantoni, Philip Sinder, Joseph Skillen, Kenyon Wilson, and Jerry A. Young.
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Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most definitive publication on the status of the euphonium in the history of this
often misunderstood and frequently under-appreciated instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the wealth of
repertoire, and the incredible discography of the euphonium. Music educators, composers/arrangers, instrument
historians, performers on other instruments, and students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba, etc.) will find the
exhaustive research evident in this volume's pages to be compelling and comprehensive. Contributors are Lloyd Bone,
Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey, Marc Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll Gotcher, Atticus
Hensley, Lisa M. Hocking, Sharon Huff, Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston Morris, John Mueller, Michael B. O'Connor,
Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew J. Tropman, and Mark J. Walker.
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